
Chapter 2 The Mirror of Consumption: The supra and socialism 

 

“People are saying now, don’t you know, that apparently we had actually already been 

living in Communism” – Acquaintance, Tbilisi, 2007 

 

On tables in graveyards.  One can learn a lot about the society of the living by the way 

they relate to their dead.  The dead don’t have their own private ambitions, aims and 

desires, so their bodies can be arranged their lives remembered in a way that best suits the 

living.   This is particularly true in rituals that relate to the dead and the monumental 

remembrances of the dead, such as graveyards, in terms of the individual structure of a 

single grave, as well as the disposition of graves in relation to each other and the location 

of graveyards as a whole.  Georgian Orthodox graveyards differ from other graveyards, 

for example Georgian Muslim graveyards, in that the dead person is usually represented 

in a realistic picture on the gravestone; this picture can nowadays either take the form of a 

photograph or is an etching derived from a photograph.  One is instantly reminded, 

viewing an Orthodox graveyard, that Orthodox churches involve acts of veneration of 

highly stylized painted portraits of saints, called icons (khati, compare nakhati ‘painted 

picture’).  Just as the dead are made present in a graveyard by gravestones bearing their 

likenesses, etchings from photographs, in a similar manner saints are made present 

through likenesses, painted icons.  The practices of veneration of icons and portraits of 

the dead are similar, too.  A gravestone may be accompanied by a small metal box in 

which candles are burned, in a manner similar to the way candles are burned for icons.  

These practices are similar, but not identical, but they clearly establish suggestive 
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parallelisms that demarcate Orthodox practices of piety from those of others, Georgian 

Muslims, for example, who (since Muslims do not approve of pictorial representation) 

typically do not have pictures on gravestones, just as Mosques do not contain images.  

The first thing one notices, though, when approaching a Georgian Orthodox 

graveyard, are the tables.  There are tables everywhere, sometimes with little benches and 

seats attached.  Sometimes a little table, enough for one or two people, is built into the 

grave enclosure.  Sometimes a larger table is built nearby, in the space between graves, 

and sometimes several gravesites will share tables between them.   The size of the tables, 

and their quality, indexes a number of factors like wealth, but also, the number of people 

who might be expected to use them.   

 

 

Figure 1: Typical Orthodox Graves, Z.M.K. (Zemk’a) Graveyard, Tbilisi 
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Figure 2: Typical graves of “thieves of the law” (k’anonieri kurdebi, vory v 

zakone), Z.M.K. (Zemk’a) Graveyard, Tbilisi 

 

Given all the tables, one might easily mistake a Georgian graveyard for a picnic 

site.  The mistake wouldn’t be so far off.  The tables are not ‘symbolic’, but practical. 

These are real tables intended for use.  Specifically, these are tables for acts of 

commemoration of the dead by drink, in effect, they are built in tables for supras.i  To 

drink together, one must sit together at a common table from which this ritual takes its 

name.   Just as Georgian Muslims typically do not drink, they do not build tables next to 

graves.ii  But the Orthodox must drink to remember their dead, and to do this they need 

somewhere to sit nearby.  As we have seen, virtually every Georgian ritual takes the form 

of a supra, a feast involving sitting and drinking wine, not just those honoring the dead. 

The supra is an omnipresent element of Georgian ritual life.  And for this reason, the 

omnipresence of the supra in Georgian life is nowhere better displayed than the way it is 

built into the architecture of Georgian graveyards.  The Georgian graveyard expresses a 

certain kind of “architecture of sociability” (Ellis 2008: 161), in this case, the sociability 

between the living and the dead. 
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The tables in the graveyard could be presented as being an architectural expression 

of a timeless Georgian tradition, a materialization of the ritual life of the Georgians.   But 

inspection of older graveyards, as well as the testimony of my friends and acquaintances, 

indicates that these tables may be an innovation, probably newer even than the 

photographic representations of the dead transferred in various ways to the gravestones 

(which, after all, no one would claim are particularly archaic).  In fact, the explosion of 

picnic tables seems particularly to index the changes of post-socialism, particularly the 

vast emergent disparities of wealth in the population.  These new differences are 

displayed most conspicuously by the large tables of black marble at the ornate grave sites 

of Georgian thieves of the law (k’anonieri kurdi, vory v zakone) (compare figure 2 to 

figure 1), and they are more obvious in newer graveyards where there is more room to 

register these differences.  But these changes may have begun under late socialism, in the 

period of the 1960s, when a newer prosperity made the ritual form of the supra less of a 

ritual event restricted to major occasions and more a pervasive part of everyday life.  One 

makes these observations and no one is perturbed.  Thus, late socialism produced the 

material conditions of abundance that made such an explosion of supras possible, just as 

capitalism made the opposite occur, and to that extent the supra under late socialism is 

very much a socialist supra.  Such an argument is likely to be accepted because it 

represents the opposition between the supra and the state as national traditional cultural 

form to socialist technical modernity, it presents the supra as an autonomous traditional 

national form that is merely given renewed material expression using the stuff produced 

by socialist modernity.  But we can go further, and ask whether contemporary form of the 

supra itself is actually as thoroughly socialist a construct as all of the other reified forms 
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of authentic national tradition constructed under socialism.   What does the supra look 

like if we look not only at the way that the state lent the supra its traditional authenticity 

by criticizing it from an external technical and materialist perspective as a wasteful 

national forms of consumption from the technical and utilitarian perspective of socialist 

planning and production (the “base”), but also created the very “national form” of the 

supra from within by encouraging a distinctively socialist model of cultured consumption 

in the supra? 

In this chapter  I look at the theme of the supra as image of the relations of state and 

society, this time from the perspective of the socialist state itself, concentrating 

exclusively on how the supra is portrayed from the thirties to the present in the Soviet 

humor magazine Niangi.  As we have already seen, under socialism the image of the 

supra was mobilized for the purposes of articulating the relationship of “society”, the 

sometimes recalcitrant world of “everyday life”, to the socialist state.  This is partially 

because the supra, which Georgian nationalists like to fantasize as a traditional 

unchanging “everyday life”, or an expression of an equally ahistorical category of  “civil 

society”, opposed at all points to the socialist state, was in fact at every point a major 

point of articulation of everyday life to an ubiquitous socialist state.  Discussing everyday 

life without at the same time discussing the state is impossible because,  

For Homo Sovieticus, the state was a central and ubiquitous presence.  In the first 
place, it was the formal distributor of goods and near monopolistic producer of 
them.... In the second place, all urban citizens worked for the state....In the third 
place, the state was a tireless regulator of life. (Fitzpatrick 2000:3) 

 

Socialist cartoons used the supra as an image to articulate the relationship of the socialist 

state to society along each of these dimensions.  The view of the supra “from the state” 
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mirrored all of the changing ambiguities of the state’s assessment of the world of 

everyday life (Georgian qopa, cxovreba, qopa-cxovreba, Russian byt) as an intransigent, 

almost invisible domain that represented all that remained untheorized, unassimilated, 

backwards and perhaps unchangeable (Buchli 1999).  Therefore, the supra could stand, in 

relation to the state world of production, as consumption, both as an image of wasteful 

consumption, the negation or production, or as the reward of labor, socialist abundance. It 

could also stand as a symbol of corruption, that is, the colonization of state structures by 

the morality of kinship and reciprocity, and it could stand as a symbol of all those other 

residual aspects of everyday life that the state occasionally sought to regulate.   

 

Production versus Consumption.  Under socialism, the supra was first and foremost an 

image of society or everyday life as (private) locus of consumption, standing opposed, in 

the first instance, to the (public) sphere of production which was immediately identified 

under socialist political economy with the state.  Cartoons from the humor magazine 

Niangi throughout the socialist period routinely mobilize the supra as an image of 

negatively valued consumption as opposed to positively valued production.  In Figure 3, 

one of many of its kind, production and consumption are immediately opposed in the 

visual field; feasting workers, always male, in the foreground complain that their “work” 

of drinking is not appreciated, while in the background anonymous cadres of male and 

female workers are seen going about their work.    

 

Figure 3 
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--We suffer so in this heat, we drank emptied four pitchers of wine and they call us 

shiftless! (Niangi 1962 no.13) 

 

Figure 4 “Caretakers” 
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--Here’s to you, grunters!   Why are you unhappy, can’t you see that we are not 

forgetting you and are drinking to your health!  (Niangi 1935 no.1). 

 

 The standard joke in these cartoons is that toasting is considered to be a kind of 

“productive consumption”, which in this cartoon is made to run in ironic contrast to the 

neglect of truly productive labor, represented by starving animals who have not been fed 

real food, only paid respects in supra toasts.  In this cartoon from the 1930s supra-goers 

are made to appear surprised and not a little irritated that the starving animals, to whom 

they are hard at work paying respect by drinking, are ungrateful for their heroic labors of 

toasting (figure 4).    

Cartoons of this type are especially typical of the Khrushchev era (early 60s) 

(figure 3), presumably linked to a state-directed campaign for greater production on 

collective farms, therefore directed at agricultural workers, who, after all, in Georgia 

were in a relatively good position to appropriate the “means of production” of the supra, 

food and drink.  However, cartoons of this type can be found throughout the period of 

collectivized agriculture, from the 1930s onwards (figure 4), that is, specifically in that 

period in which the deleterious effects of supra consumption on agricultural productivity 

and the appropriation of agricultural comestibles by kolkhozniks for supras became a 

direct concern of the state.  In effect, this was a period in which food and drink, the stuff 

of the supra, was being defined as a central form of socialist wealth, whose allocation 

belonged to the state and not to the private world of consumption in everyday life, 

misappropriation for which is represented by the supra, every bit as much as the labor of 

the kolkhozniks was to be used for production and not the allegedly “productive 
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consumption” of the supra.  These changes in the notion of wealth from one primarily 

based on exchange value (expressed typically in the money form) to one based primarily 

on concrete use-values (and expressed typically in immediate comestibles) seem to typify 

the differences between capitalism and socialism.  The socialist commodity is unlike the 

capitalist commodity fetish in that it is “an object that is differently animated from the 

commodity fetish--animated in socially productive terms by virtue of its material form 

and its use value, rather than by virtue of its exchange value” (Kiaer 1997:111, see also 

Manning, Forthcoming).  The supra comes to represent under such conditions not only a 

barrier to agricultural productivity, a misappropriation of agricultural wealth, but also 

comes to typify socialist wealth as such, and exchanges involving food and drink become 

ambiguous between the world of gifts and the world of bribes. 

 

Socialist wealth: The Magarichi and the Bribe.    

There is a Russian joke I can half-remember about a Georgian from the early post-

socialist period.  It goes something like this: A Georgian man applies for position in a 

firm where a Russian man is the director.  The Russian director asks the Georgian man 

what his qualifications are.  The Georgian replies proudly: “I have degrees in seven 

fields!”  The Russian, astonished, since this is obviously impossible, asks: “How big a 

bribe did you pay for those?”   The Georgian, angered at the suggestion of nefarious 

dealings, replies: “I paid no bribes, they were gifts!” 

Clearly, the opposition between “gift” and “bribe” becomes particularly unclear 

when the gift or bribe is composed of food and drink, and even more so when both parties 

of the exchange consume this food and drink together.  “A magarichi is not a bribe”, one 
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friend answered me, when I asked him to define a new word I had not heard before, 

magarichi.   It was as if he was anticipating an unuttered accusation that a magarichi was, 

indeed, a species of bribe.  Seeing my confusion, he noted that this particular Georgian 

word had passed into Russian slang to count as a kind of bribe, but in Georgian it was 

not.  A magarichi is in effect a kind of supra, but the only kind of supra where the supra 

is explicitly exchanged in recognition for some other service.  Unlike supras which more 

generally delineate a group of relevant others who in other contexts are expected to 

reciprocate as a matter of moral duty thus grounding the second economy in a moral 

discourse of kinship and friendship, as Mars and Altman argue (1983, 1991) as well as 

Jgerenaia 2000, the magarichi is a transaction specific form of reciprocity and not a 

generalized one.  Gift and countergift, as average Georgian might see it, or bribe and 

counterbribe, as a Russian might see it.    

When I say, as a Georgian might see it, I hasten to add that under tsarism the term 

magarichi was, for critical realist Georgian writers, writing about rural corruption, simply 

a form of bribe.  The famous Georgian writer Aleksandre Qazbegi’s ethnographic notes 

on Mokhevian peasants (Qazbegi 1880) are unlike most ethnographies of the period in 

that he frames the ethnographic life (cxovreba) of the peasant, usually treated as being 

ethnographically separate from states and historical life in general in ethnographic 

modalities, as being in the first instance framed by exchanges with the Russian state and 

its local Georgian representative class (the class he himself comes from), that is, by an 

endless series of imposts, fines, impressments into forced labor, and most of all, bribes to 

avoid all of these.  The bribes paid by peasants to the mamasaxlisi (a local Georgian 

official who is the main mediator between the Russian state and the average peasant) 
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usually include a magarichi, which takes the form of food, either prepared by the peasant 

family or paid for and consumed in a local restaurant (dukani).   That is, the magarachi 

is, in fact, a bribe that involves food and drink.  Elsewhere Qazbegi notes that the 

Mokhevian peasants can be divided into three groups in relation to local officials: First 

there are those who are too poor to provide gifts of food or a magarachi, and thus are 

always susceptible to being drafted for state corvee labor, whether it is their turn or not; 

the second are those who have enough food at home to invite these officials into their 

house for a meal of erbo (clarified butter) and cheese, and sometimes even a fine meal, or 

sometimes they even find some money to pay a bribe, these sometimes can avoid corvee 

labor, sometimes not; lastly, there are those who can afford to bribe not only these local 

officials, but even more powerful ones, with actual money.  These people are always 

exempt from corvee labor (Qazbegi 1880: 2-3). 

The opposition between gift and bribe, expressed in food or money, is a fluid one.  

For example, a meal bought in a restaurant, a magarachi, is clearly a bribe.  Local 

officials literally eat their bribes in a restaurant or in the house, and only seldom receive 

money, more powerful officials presumably are only interested in money and not cheese 

and erbo in a pitiful peasant hut or even a good meal in a well-off peasant house or 

dukani.   Eating in restaurants (food bought for money) is especially suspect: in the 

immediate post-socialist world, as in the Tsarist one, eating in restaurants was almost 

synonymous with eating the fruits of corruption.  And in contemporary usage, “to eat” 

(ch’ama) is the slang term that denotes receiving a bribe. Once, when I told my friends of 

a first person shooter video game with a Tom Clancy spy theme which had been set in a 

mythical version of Georgia whose corrupt president was given the hilarious socialist-
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style name of Kombayn Nikoladze (kombayn means “Combine Harvester”), one of my 

friend’s laughed and said “Kombayn, perfect, that’s the machine that ‘eats’ everything!”  

A perfect name for a corrupt president. 

The magarichi is very close to certain Russian forms of conviviality that 

constitute blat exchanges (blat, that is, informal economies of influence trading through 

personal networks that constitute much of the second economy in Russia), involving 

minor gift exchanges (chocolates, perfumes, liquor, “blat gifts”) and minor conviviality 

(drinking together) (Ledeneva 1998).  One might say the disagreement between 

Georgians and Russians as to whether a magarichi is a counter-gift or a bribe illustrates a 

more basic difference in how both groups view the morality of the second or informal 

economy under socialism.   The other differences is what while blat gifts are usually 

socialist luxury consumer goods (Gronow 2003), Georgian food gifts are instead a 

cornucopia of immediate agricultural product. 

Whether or not something is to count as a bribe rather than a gift depends, of 

course, on a shifting set of criteria (for a Russian parallel see Ledeneva 1998, Ledeneva 

et al. 2000).  One can only note the way that the novel category of “grant” (constitutive of 

the novel sphere of civil society or “NGOs”) has been interpreted as being parallel to the 

category of “bribe” that typifies exchange in the state sector in the post-socialist world 

(Muhlfried 2005a).  Grants have a lot in common with bribes, they are, after all, gifts of 

money, involve influence, and possibly acquired by shady dealing.  It shows that for 

example if the people are in effect strangers, rather than kin, the same informal economic 

exchange might be more likely to count as a bribe.  It also shows (Ledeneva et al. 2000, 

Jgerenaia 2000) that Georgians at least under post-socialism see an exchange framed in 
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the relatively anonymous form of exchange value, money, as a bribe, and exchange in the 

form of use-value as a “gift”.   It is a commonplace observation that the supra serves as a 

kind of bribe expressed in use-values (food and drink) rather than exchange-values 

(money), a forum in which political influence is grounded in private morality of 

commensality.  The “grey” form of corruption associated with blat and specialist “fixers” 

(tolkach) did not exist in precisely this specialized form in Georgia under socialism, but 

was rather more diffused throughout the total system of social networks (Mars and 

Altman 1983). Both Mars and Altman (1991) as well as Georgian sources (Nodia et al. 

2000) emphasize the crucial role played by the supra in establishing informal networks 

that serve as the Georgian equivalent of blat under socialism: 

The Soviet State in denigrating the feast nonetheless needs this institution even if 
it fails to recognize the nature of the linkage between it and the personal support 
networks through which it becomes manifest.  It is through the personalizing 
institution of the feast and the networks it represents that the demands of an ego-
focused and competitive culture are able to co-exist alongside an impersonal 
‘meta bureaucracy’ (1991:278) 
 

Mars and Altman note that  “the Soviet authorities have officially frowned upon 

Georgian feasts arguing that they not only represent a massive misuse of resources but 

that as these are often purloined from official sources, represent a misuse of Soviet 

property and absorb energy that could be put to more socially--that is officially--approved 

ends” (Mars and Altman 1991:270). 

Part of the misunderstanding between Russians and Georgians under socialism 

about the difference between a bribe and a gift has to do with the nature of the socialist 

economy as opposed to the capitalist one.   First of all, money is different under both 

regimes, money was simply not as scarce a resource under socialism as under capitalism, 
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nor did it serve as an absolute guarantor of being able to secure wealth, since access to 

goods was not regulated in the first instance by price (Woodruff 1999).  Hence, under 

socialism, particularly with respect to consumer goods, the use-value dimension of the 

commodity loomed much larger, particularly with respect to food and drink.   The result 

is that under capitalism a monetary bribe is much more persuasive and therefore capitalist 

bribes tend to take the form of pure exchange value (money), and socialist bribes tend to 

take the form of exchange of highly generalized use-values that are at the same time 

scarce (food and drink, especially the kinds of produce that Georgia had in abundance 

and Russia had not at all, wine, fruit, etc.).   We must remember too, that in Georgia as in 

Russia, contemporary forms of nostalgia for the village in the socialist period amongst 

urban dwellers is framed in terms of the apparent wealth and abundance of the village, 

since villages, although poor in every other respect, were precisely those places in which 

certain kinds of deficit consumer goods, notably fresh food and drink, were abundant.  

Relations between city dwellers and rural kin are framed in terms of this kind of harpy-

like rapaciousness in which city kin descend upon village kin and eat them out of house 

and home in Niangi cartoons.    

 

Figure 5 
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-- Eh, what are you complaining about?  Yours [sc. relatives] at least come to 

visit, I have to bring it [i.e. food and drink] to mine in the city. (N iangi 1981.1) 

 

So, to simplify, the prototypical, most general, form of wealth under capitalism is 

money, but under socialism the prototypical, most general, form that wealth takes are 

highly generalized use values, specifically the very items that socialist production and 
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planning prized least, non-durable items of immediate consumption, food and drink.  

Under capitalist conditions, then, the bribe and the gift are expressed in diametrically 

opposed forms, money and food/drink, respectively, but under socialism food might in 

fact be used to mediate bribe-like and gift-like exchanges.  At the same time, the fact that 

the bribe is embedded in moral discourse of imputed kinship or friendship, and take the 

moral form of commensality (a supra) or commensables (gifts of food), allows the 

exchange to be misrecognized as a “gift” rather than a “bribe”, as the joke has it.    

The key difference might be whether the food and drink was consumed in a ritual 

context, a supra or a magarichi, or not.  Georgians traveling in Russian frequently filled 

their suitcases with wine and food, for either purpose.  Some of my male Georgian 

friends recollect wistfully the period in which a suitcase full of food or wine could be 

parlayed into days or weeks of female company in Russia, the story is oft-told and seems 

to have been typical of the generation.  But food and wine, the stuff of the supra, could be 

used also for Georgian versions of blat, at home but also in the near abroad of Russia, 

indeed, this may be the way the term magarichi passed into Russian parlance as a bribe.  

Georgian food and wine is, after all, more plentiful and on the whole much better than 

Russian equivalents, and eagerly desired by Russians.   Hence, Georgian exchanges with 

Russians seem to take certain forms of exchanges of use-values (food and sex, food and 

influence).   

    

  Figure 6 
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“Arranging things” (Niangi 1982 11) 

 

This particular deployment of food and drink as a bribe expressed in use-values is 

typified by a clever Georgian pun, which presents the gifts of food and drink as the 

general means to various ends of social life under socialism that must be “arranged”.  

Georgian word meaning “arrange” is chats’q’oba, which can mean both “arranging” 

luggage and “arranging” ones affairs by corrupt means.  In this cartoon, a man is literally 

arranging his luggage, happens to consist of all the food and drink needed for a 

magarichi. According to most glosses by my Georgian friends and colleagues, he is 

almost certainly “arranging” his luggage for a trip to Russia.  But to “arrange affairs” 

means also to “bring about ones plans by means of friends, networks and bribery”.  In 

other words, these goods form a bribe, whether they are to be consumed convivially as a 

form of magarichi, or whether they are to be given as a gift, is not the issue.    
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    Figure 7 

 

Toast 

Comrades!  Don’t think that I arranged this feast for you because I want the party 
candidacy!  They ejected  me from the Komkavshiri [Young Communist League, 
Konsomol],   but I would not be Assistant to the Director of Surami Collective 
School, if I did not fuck their mothers!  This toast is to the good ole boy network 
(jma-bichobas), skill, and the power of hospitality (lit. bread and salt). (Niangi 
1933, no. 10) 
 

Corruption in general.  While often taken by international NGOs like Transparency 

International to be a measurable, quantifiable, objective category “out there” in the 

world, the category of “corruption” (and its sub-categories, like bribery, see Ledeneva 

1998, Ledeneva et al. 2000) in modern discourse is ultimately rather slippery.  At its core 

corruption always seems to involve inappropriate mixtures of categories of public and 

private, specifically mixtures between the “two bodies” that the person has as a public 
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servant and as a private citizen (Bratsis 2003).   That is a bribe divides the recipient into 

two persons, a private person who is receiving the money, and a public person who is 

abusing their post for private gain.  Since almost all subjects of the socialist state were 

possessed of these “two bodies”, being at once state agents and private persons, a 

pervasive theme of the literature on socialist political economy is the way in which 

private, informal kinship relations were used to colonize the socialist state (e.g. Mars and 

Altman 1983, 1991, Ledeneva 1998, Verdery 1991, 1996, Gal 2002, Gal and Kligman 

2000, Yurchak 2006).  Since the supra ritual is precisely the locus, in Georgian culture, 

where patron-client and friendship relations are recognized, created and sustained in 

private life, it is also the primary ritual locus of the colonization of public, state 

categories with the private morality of kinship (Mars and Altman 1983, 1991, Jgerenaia 

2000).  Quite simply, from the perspective of the state, the supra represented the moral 

face of corruption, a mixture of the public and private in which private consumption is 

used as a means for political ends.   One of the earliest supra cartoons I have found is one 

entitled sadghegrdzelo “toast”, in which the subtext of the supra as a moralized form of 

corruption is rhetorically made into the explicit text.  The speaker in the cartoon is stating 

overtly the covert political goals of personal advancement he hopes to achieve by 

throwing this feast, as part of a toast to the “power of friendship and feasting”.   

If food and conviviality could be the material means to corrupt ends, using private 

means (consumption of private goods) to determine or misappropriate public influence 

for private ends, it is also the case that under centralized state planning one’s public 

position gave one power over the primary form of consumable wealth (especially in a 

period of general scarcity), allowing one to direct public goods (wealth) to private ends of 
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consumption.  Here again the supra appears as a form of corruption, here, however, a 

supra stands as the private ends of misappropriated public goods, and not as a private 

means to misappropriating public goods, as above.   Usually, in this sort of cartoon, such 

consumption is simultaneously opposed to truly productive behavior in one way or 

another.  For example, in the four part cartoon “appearance and reality” below, the 

apparent absence of the manager of a socialist firm is explained to the “good work” for 

ostensibly good work related reasons (managerial activities of “giving an address” and 

“planning”) are revealed to be, in reality, consumption leisure oriented activities of 

“giving a toast” and “planning a supra” (with misappropriated funds, the “planning list” 

is actually a shopping list of foodstuffs for a supra with prices attached). 

 

   Figure 8 
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In both cases the way that socialist wealth took the form of immediately consumable use-

values is foregrounded, whether this wealth is private wealth deployed as a means of 

corruption, or public wealth directed to private corrupt consumption.    

In the fifties and sixties, such a form of political influence reappears within the 

hierarchical structure of the socialist firm.  The dilemmas and deferential position of the 

new classes, an emergent socialist “white collar”, with respect to their directors are 

expressed in the inconography of the supras that express this emergent hierarchicalism, in 
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which more and better foodstuffs (specifically iconographically represented by whole 

cooked chickens) are literally piled in front of the throne-like chair of the director: 

 

Figure 9 

 

 

Sycophant’s new year’s supra 

“The director is coming, the director!  Add two more cooked turkeys to the end of the 

table!” (Niangi 1959 no.24) 

 

The cultured supra as an socialist technical achievement 

For the socialist state, the supra could not only represent “unproductive consumption”, in 

a negative sense, various ways that the world of “everyday life” represented an obstacle 
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to state planning, including corruption, it could also represent the goal of production, 

which is, after all, consumption.  The supra was not, after all, supposed to be a uniformly 

malevolent institution: in it were represented national traditions that socialist technocracy 

was meant to allow to realize their full potential.   The goal of production is, after all, 

ultimately, consumption, however much the productivist orientation of socialism tended 

to privilege production of the means of production (Verdery 1991, 1996), it remained that 

socialist technocratic planning also sought to provide a “happier life”, as Stalin put it.  

Especially after World War 2, it was evident that the socialist state planned to “deliver 

the goods” in some form, providing a better life (Fitzpatrick 1999, Kelly and Volkov 

1998, Gronow 2003, Hessler 2000, 2005). 

No better example of the “new line” on the supra, the supra as “positive hero”, 

can be found than this Stalin era cartoon from Niangi, entitled “Technology decides”.   In 

it, we see the interior of a well-appointed Georgian house, decorated with a balance of 

traditional and modern attributes of culturedness, where a supra is laid out, a moderate 

supra in which there is plenty of everything without excess (no “three story supra”).   The 

host is reading a newspaper, others are engaged in singing, dancing, playing the piano, 

and preparing the supra.  Through the open door an airplane can be seen, through the 

other window we can see an antenna on the adjacent house.   The guest (who looks like 

Stalin) is saying “Host, what in the world are you making us wait for?  The supra is 

spread, isn’t it?”  The unhurried host (who looks even more like Stalin) replies: “I am 

waiting for one more guest, he left Svaneti [a distant inaccessible mountainous region] 

ten minutes ago.”  The incredulous guest asks “From Svaneti?  Then how many days 
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must we wait for him?”  The host replies “What do days have to do with it?  In our 

village we already have an airport!”   

And, indeed, we can see the plane of the arriving guest already in the window.  

The main argument is about the technical achievements of the socialist state, of course, 

including socialist transport and particularly aviation breaking through the barriers of 

space and time, in this case, in the service of a bringing a guest to a supra.  Here, in the 

first instance, the socialist technocratic state is already solving the innumerable problems 

of “everyday life”, by transport. 

 

     Figure 10 
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Technology decides 

 

At this supra, of course, there is material plenty, exhibited by the food and drink on the 

table, again the effects of technology (Georgian teknik’a) providing for a better, happier 
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life.  But we can see in the cartoon, too, that the socialist state sought not only to provide 

not only the material means for a better life, but also sought to transform everyday life 

qualitatively.  Consider the interior of the house, there are curtains (with tassels), there is 

a lampshade (with polka dots), a lovely rug on the floor, the table has a table cloth, there 

are vases with flowers, paintings on the walls, and a piano.   All of these are the 

stereotypic material appurtenances of a state-directed campaign to produce 

“culturedness” (Russian kul’turnost’) in everyday life, producing here what might be 

called a “cultured” interior, particularly curtains with tassels and lampshades with polka 

dots:   

The objects that surrounded people, their material environment, became 
instrumental in changing their habits and attitudes.  The constant presence of 
certain objects was supposed to instill kul’turnost’.  Among the items of everyday 
equipment associated with the norms of civilized life, three became fetishized....: 
curtains, lampshades and tablecloths…. Curtains became the universal symbol of 
kul’turnost’, serving as a device that symbolically constituted one’s home, one’s 
cultured dwelling.  The ‘curtain effect’, then, consisted in the creation, both real 
and symbolic, of a private space through the limitation of its observability.....A 
lampshade has the combined function of regulating the tonality of lighting and the 
aesthetics of the interior....Delimiting and condensing living space, soft lighting 
helped to make one’s dwelling more comfortable, private and self-contained.....The 
table cloth figured as a symbol of kul’turnost’, and also tied together diet, hygeine, 
and manners. (Kelly and Volkov 1998: 298-9) 
 
The goal of the ideology of kul’turnost’ was explicitly pedagogical, a “civilizing 

mission” in the sphere of consumption.  Kul’turnost’, working both at the moral and 

material level, often in tandem, sought to qualitatively transform consumption, by 

providing not only what was conventionally understood as “high culture” (including both 

literary classics and “classicized” versions of national culture, so, here, we find the 

opposition between the piano [classical music] and the boy in national costume dancing a 

national dance [national, ethnographic]), but also the material appurtenances of what was 
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understood as “bourgeois” material consumption (here, for example, decorated curtains, 

lampshades with polka dots, pianos, flowers in vases).   The concept of “culturedness” 

thus expanded on the traditional, almost ascetic, intelligentsia notion of “culture” 

(Georgian k’ult’ura): “One of the great advantages of the concept of kul’turnost’...was 

that it offered a way of legitimizing what had once been thought of as ‘bourgeois’ 

concerns about possessions and status: one treated them as an aspect of kul’tura” (Kelly 

and Volkov 1998: 298).  Culturedness, then, as an ideology, arose as a program of 

“directed desires”, whose expression included traditional ‘culture’ as well as material 

artifacts, cultured consumption.  Culturedness, in effect, was a campaign to provide for 

the masses the means of consumption that typified Western Bourgeoisie or pre-

revolutionary aristocracy. 

The supra, then, could be rehabilitated as a “positive hero” with respect to 

socialist ideology.  There is no question, for example, that the late socialist period was a 

period of relatively material abundance, at least in Georgia, and therefore, this period was 

the “golden age” of the supra.  Probably at no other time in Georgia’s history had so 

many supras been thrown, by so many, with such an abundance of food and drink.    This 

is how the period is remembered, and there seems to be no special reason to assume that 

mere nostalgia is at work here.   Here socialism could claim that the technocratic socialist 

productive “base” was truly democratizing the “superstructure” of the national form of 

consumption, the supra. 

Not merely a quantitative transformation at the material level of comestibles, 

where the socialist state stood in an external relation to the supra as technical base to 

cultural superstructure, the supra was also transformed from within, qualitatively.   Much 
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of the material apparatus of “culturedness” (both European table clothes, lampshades, 

curtains, pianos, decorative china and silverware as well as tasteful “traditional 

modernist” design decorative Georgian gansxavebuli drinking inplements discussed 

above), as well as “culture” in its more rarified sense (national traditions, classical and 

traditional national dance, song, music, poetry, and, of course, the form and content of 

supra toasts themselves), all became typical aspects of the “cultured” supra.  The supra, 

in this sense, could become a prototypical display of “cultured” consumption, both on the 

moral plane (toasting rife with references to classical authors, poetry, singing, dancing) as 

well as the material plane.  Ultimately, the socialist state, in its search for positive 

customs out of which to fashion the internationalist culture of homo sovieticus, came to 

smile on the supra, elements of the supra tradition, the tamada, saying toasts, were 

propagated throughout the Soviet Union (Nizharadaze 2000: 26). In fact, the 

ethnographers who criticized “exaggerated displays of hospitality”, the quantitative 

displays of food and drink, “different” drinking vessels, the purpose-built dining halls in 

private home, and so forth, are essentially adopting a classical Stalinist line in favor of a 

“cultured” form of the supra, a supra characterized by a balance of material and moral, 

traditional Georgian and Soviet, forms of culturedness, an avoidance of immoderation.   

The vision of a “traditional supra” defended by these ethnographers, far from departing 

from the line about the supra found in the pages of the state humor magazine Niangi, is 

essentially a defense of the Stalinist “cultured” supra, basically a version of the Western 

bourgeois dinner party, only with more toasting and no martinis, against what may very 

well be an authentic “traditional” Georgian feast, the ghreoba (orgy)! 
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The fact remains that this conflict, over different understandings of which 

dimension the supra was to emphasize, quantity or quality, remained a debate throughout 

my fieldwork.  Wakes in particular have often been the target of self-criticism, the 

excessive expenditure and consumption in food and drink entailed on the bereaved family 

for guests in the hundred, represent for some the opposite of culturedness, which is in this 

case barbarosoba (‘barbarity’). So opined a woman friend of mine when we was about to 

attend a wake for a departed friend; her general point being that the wake is a particular 

form of barbarity, but supras in general were also uncivilized.  But those that do not reject 

the supra in general still make distinctions between “cultured supras” and “drunken 

orgies” (ghreoba).  Another friend of mine opined that, being a wake (kelechi), a supra I 

was invited to would be “cultured” supra.   A “cultured supra” (k’ult’uruli supra) was in 

the first instance defined by quantitative restraint, restraint on drinking in particular, the 

minimum number of toasts being drunk, people get up and leave on a timely basis, so that 

it “does not become a drunken orgy” (ghreoba).  While the practice of a “cultured supra” 

is generally an index of the quality of the persons involved (“cultured people”),  as he 

cannily noted, a “cultured supra” (k’ult’uruli supra) could emerge as a result of a 

quantitative absence of resources, in effect enforced by the simple material inability to 

bring the supra to the level of “drunken orgy”. 

 

The socialist supra and its demise.  With the general acceptance of oppositions like that 

between a “cultured” supra and “orgy” (ghreoba), the socialist state program of directed 

desires begins to colonize the supra from within, altering its form.  The state no longer 

presents itself in external relation to the supra, in complete opposition, now the supra 
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itself becomes a socialist form, an enactment of kul’turnost’, “directed desires”, an object 

susceptible of internal critique, in its own terms, and not as an object external to socialist 

culture.  Noticeably, images of the supra up to the 1960’s or so usually engage the supra 

as a relational image that articulates the world of everyday life to the state along one of 

their disputed boundaries, for example, production versus consumption, public versus 

private identities.  In the recent period of socialism, but beginning with the campaign for 

“culturedness” in the late 1930s (the cartoon above comes from 1941), however, 

increasingly one sees cartoons begin to explore aspects of the supra ritual itself 

absolutely, as part of the commencement of a socialist critique of culture, of everyday 

life, from within.  I have already used many cartoons from Niangi from this period in the 

preceding chapter to illustrate various ethnographic points, and I think the point is well 

illustrated.    The contemporary critique of the supra owes a great deal to its image 

constructed in the Socialist period, and one notes a good deal of this criticism is 

addressed to the internal form of the supra, in relation to an idealized image of the 

“cultured supra”.   The contemporary form of the supra, even the debates on excessive 

drinking and immoderation, is through and through part of the socialist patrimony of 

culturedness, starting with the fact that the supra (the table cloth) is laid on a table with 

western style seats, and no longer rests on the ground.  Though Georgians may view it as 

a timeless tradition that stands unchanging and opposed to the socialist state, a 

compensatory locus or indigenous form of cultural resistance to an undesirable colonial 

modernity, the form of that resistance is thoroughly indebted to socialist modernity, 

qualitatively, and quantitatively.  Truly, national in form, socialist in content. 
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    Figure 11 

 

--Where are you going, boys?  

-- So that the Aliens do not say that Georgians are an inhospitable 

people!  (Niangi 1990 2) 

 

But if the moral “cultured supra” is a socialist patrimony, as my canny friend 

pointed out, so was the ghreoba, the materialistic supra characterized by quantitative 

excess of food and drink. What is missing from the post-socialist supra is this quantitative 

dimension: people are much poorer now, “three and four story” supras have become 

much rarer.  In the post-socialist period of grinding poverty and despair, it has become 

clear that the socialist period was also the golden age of Georgian hospitality and the 

supra. “People are saying now, don’t you know, that apparently we had actually already 

been living in Communism”, someone told me recently, and we should remember that 
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“Communism” meant the bright utopian future, always nearing, never arriving, while 

socialism meaning the current less utopian stage of development. Far from reforming the 

supra being the primary concern, people increasingly wonder whether they could throw a 

supra at all, even if they wanted to.  Georgians have moved from a period of conspicuous 

consumption, under socialism, to a period, under post-socialism, of consumption, 

conspicuous in its absence.  As if to underline this point, images of the supra disappear 

from the pages of Niangi in the post-socialist period.  I have found only one, and that 

from the very tail end of socialism (1990).  This final cartoon underlines precisely these 

Georgian anxieties over the imminent end of the Georgian tradition of hospitality.  

Georgians are depicted carrying foods typical of the supra into an alien space craft to 

demonstrate the point that they wish to show, even in these dark times, that they do not 

lack hospitality. 

 
                                                 
i Meaning ‘table cloth’, originally laid directly on the ground, but now laid upon a table. 
ii  I am talking in idealized terms: in Pankisi Gorge, the Georgian Muslim population I am most familiar 
with, the Kisti, both have members who drink in the Georgian fashion at supras, just as there are 
gravestones in their graveyards which have Georgian style portraiture. 
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